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 Horizon Technology is telecom service company

established in 2013 offering a full range of services

which include :

 Fiber Networks Deployments

 IP-Transit Wholesale Service.

 Telecom Products Distribution.

 ICT Services

Who?
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 Horizon Technology is one of the key player in Fiber

networks deployments in north Iraq with extensive

experience including the managing of a very

complicated projects either with the Telecom

operators or with the corporate sector, including direct

buried cables and through micro trencher machine to

be installed via dura lines under the ground

 Our Team is highly skilled team, who engaged in

install and operate the fiber networks, Transmissions

and IP networks

Horizon Technology

Fiber Optic Solutions
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strengths 
We are currently Partnering with

Iraqcell in Kurdestan and Managing

there Fiber network which covers

the area from Zakho to Kirkuk

trough Erbil & Kirkuk. so we have

the ability with ITPC to have a full

solution of connectivity from Faw

to Zakho
Partnership with Bktel

Communication - Germany is a

company based in Germany,

specialized in the design, supply,

installation and maintenance of fiber

networks. A complete fiber path for

multi points to customized solutions

for SMEs.

Basra
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Fiber Networks Deployments -
Partner Bktel Germany
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 Partnership with ITPC to provide full connectivity solution through Iraq.

 Establish boarder connection with Turkey to Europe

 Consortium with ITPC to provide Transit connectivity services via Iraq

between Gulf & Europe



 Establish strong partnership with key players in the Telecom Market,

equipped with the most advanced technology and international

connectivity access to the main service Providers in in Equinex Frankfort

to provide our corporate customers and ISP with IP transit service in Iraq

 Build Data Center in Baghdad to service the local market and the main

key telecom players in the region.

OUR Proposal
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 Our purpose is establish ourselves as the leading

telecom Solutions service provider in Iraq . To achieve

such prospective, we are working on introducing several

avant-garde Technologies into the Iraqi market and

studying their efficiency, overall performance and

consumer feedback.

 Due to the expected high demand for the internet and

data connectivity in Iraq and the region, we are planing

to place Horizon Technology as the ITPC partner

through which we could provide totally integrated

solutions which will serve Iraq and the region.

WHAT WE DO
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 We are looking forward to cooperate with ITPC and to get

License for boarder connectivity, with the neighboring

countries mainly - Turkey- in order to achieve our strategy

in Iraq as one of the main data and connectivity service

provider in Iraq.

 in the process of introducing the most optimum of the

major popular technology of the Fiber, DWDM & IP

technology into the region. Our company is taking on the

task of simplifying the market and testing for technical

issues and customer satisfaction to ensure the success of our

projects.

OUR FUTURE VISION
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We are at Horizon Technology are focusing on Fiber Telecom Projects and

we are partnering with one of the tier one leaders in this filed in order to be

on the top of the most advanced technologies.

IraqCell : is the licensed company in Kurdestan to provide Fiber

connectivity, more than 1600 Km fiber has been deployed there covering the

region from Kirkuk to Zakho including the most advanced DWDM & IP

technology

Bktel Communication - Germany is a company based in Germany,

specialized in the design, supply, installation and maintenance of fiber

networks. A complete fiber path for multi points to customized solutions for

SMEs.

OUR Partners
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